The inmates learn the
importance of respect
alongside brewing and
roasting skills

The inmates only graduate
to using the roaster after
extensive learning

It’s not just about redemption
– it’s about great coffee

Security is observed,
but the candidates
are handpicked
and ready to learn
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Redemption’s
Harry Graham
and (far right)
Max Dubiel
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W

e couldn’t escape a slight feeling of trepidation
as we arrived at HMP Aylesbury, the imposing
Victorian young offender institution on the
outskirts of the Buckinghamshire town.
The feeling increased as we were escorted through the
gates to go through several layers of security – including
giving up our phones. However, it faded as we reached
Redemption Roastery, where we’d been invited to
see the impact an innovative scheme is having on
inmates who are training as baristas and roasters.
We could have been in any roastery as we were met by
eager trainees who asked us what we’d like, and we saw
that familiar nervousness as the baristas made sure the
espresso shot and milk steaming were just so. A flat white
made with Ugandan Mahango beans – selected from a
cupping table by a trainee with evident good taste – hit
the spot. Notes were of raspberry, honey and peanut butter
and it combined superbly with the Estate Dairy milk.
The space is dominated by the gleaming copper
roaster. On one side of the room, there’s a Faema E61, the
training machine, and on the other side a Faema E71, the
coffee shop machine – graduating from one to the other
is a motivating goal for trainees. The coffee shop is open
all day, serving prison staff who like to pop in for a chat
and a cup. So how did this programme come about?

Justice for all

Max Dubiel and Ted Rosner, who were running a small coffee
wholesaler, were approached by the Ministry of Justice
with a view to opening a roastery and training centre to
help reduce rates of reoffending at the institution, which
holds young men between the ages of 18 and 21. The UK has
some of the highest reoffending rates in the western world,
but having skills and a job reduces those rates by half.
Harry Graham, Redemption’s head of coffee, has put
together an impressive training programme, cherry-picking
aspects from SCA, UKBC and Coffee Masters. The difference
between this training and that found in many coffee
businesses is its length and intensity; inmates may come to
the programme with limited experience but they are trained
four days a week for months. Ultimately, Redemption provides
a coffee education that few training centres could rival.
Harry’s programme, with its emphasis on multisensory
learning, ensures maximum accessibility – around half
of inmates have dyslexia, according to 2013 Ministry of
Justice figures, with other learning difficulties also common.
Students learn about the history of coffee, terroirs and basics
such as the difference between arabica and robusta, and they
spend weeks on the training machine, learning how to get the

Road to
Redemption
Something extraordinary is happening
at HMP Aylesbury, where a roastery is
changing inmates’ lives. Phil Wain
investigates coffee’s positive impact
Photography: Matthew Walder
best out of and even fix the machinery, as well as learning to
steam milk, to make espresso and filter coffees, and to cup.
Every aspect of coffee making is timed and trainees are
expected to make quality coffees at speed, similar to the
Coffee Masters concept. Harry emphasises the training’s
influence on social skills and public speaking, which are
important for trainees, who will need a better than average
skillset if they hope to work in the coffee industry.

Ideal candidates

Talking to the young inmates, their respect for Harry and
the team and their passion for coffee are clear. This course
is viewed as hugely desirable within the institution and the
inmates must first prove themselves in a range of courses –
including victim empathy, addiction and conflict resolution
– before being selected. The prison service does an excellent
job in handpicking those candidates most ready to learn
at the roaster, and the intense coffee course allows every
strength, weakness and personality detail to be highlighted.
Harry talks of establishing a respect culture in the roastery
and breaking down any hierarchies or attitudes that may
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Harry put rules in place
to motivate the trainees
but soon found they were
highly self-motivated. Below,
coffee trainee Cornai

exist elsewhere the main prison.
He is a gifted teacher, with a great
balance of knowledge, good humour
and discipline, and importantly
displays respect for all. It was
encouraging to listen to the young
inmates explaining the difference
between espresso and filter coffees to customers in the shop,
talking roasting philosophy and the challenges of latte art,
or enthusing about tasting notes at the cupping table.
Harry set up a system of goal-oriented study, where inmates
first master the training station before working in the shop,
and are allowed on the roaster only after extensive learning.
This was designed to be motivating to the prisoners but
Harry soon discovered that his students are self-motivated.
And they frequently challenge preconceptions – one asked
why no one was making filter blends and then combined
two coffees from Uganda and Rwanda to create a fruity
filter blend that he brewed for Caffeine during our visit.
I met a trainee roaster, who I’ll call Jay, with an infectious
enthusiasm. Jay’s knowledgeable insights burst out of
him, and I saw straight through his attempts to appear
relaxed about roasting and coffee quality – this guy was
a perfectionist, and his craft was all the better for it. Jay
emphasised that Harry and the Redemption team treat
the trainees more like employees than inmates. He said
he knew that after leaving the prison system, people
may judge him and there was a danger that he’d slip back
into crime without a job. This course, Jay said, was the
only one he knew that leads directly to employment.

lead the trainees in a cupping session.
The inmates helped set up the table
and grind the coffees before tasting a
variety, from Monsoon Malabar to a
Kenyan washed coffee to a Panamanian
Geisha. Again, we were struck by
their knowledge and enthusiasm as
we talked varietals and they expressed their preferences.
The Redemption Roasters coffee shop in Bloomsbury
is very much a piece of the Redemption puzzle – and more
are planned soon. These cafés will provide employment for
graduates of the prison programme on release. Adapting to
work life after being institutionalised is another story but it’s
part of a positive tale of lives being changed for the better.
A few days after our visit, we met a graduate of the
programme, “Ben”, now working as a barista. He was keen
to stress the contrast between the ethos of the roastery and
the harshness of life in prison. I asked Ben what he felt
made the programme a success. “How they get those vibes
in the roastery is a miracle,” he told me. “It’s down to the
people – they are just genuine people.” As well as Harry’s
role, Ben was also keen to emphasise the contribution of Phil
Dawson, who works with Redemption Roasters and led Ben
through the SCA training accreditation once he left prison.

We were struck by the
trainees’ enthusiasm
as we talked varietals

Team players

Central to the success of the programme is Marc, a prison
officer who is at the roastery every day. He had an interest in
coffee before the Redemption programme but has taken his
learning to another level since,
gaining SCA intermediate
certificates and functioning
as a deputy roaster/trainer.
The rapport between Harry
and Marc and the inmates
is obvious and to a visitor,
there’s a sense of being at a
workplace with a high degree
of teamwork. It’s surprising
how quickly you forget about
the bars on the windows.
During the afternoon,
James from Mercanta visited to
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Positive difference

The Redemption trainees’ focus and dedication is evident
for all to see. It’s natural that they’d be motivated to study
hard, succeed and get the chance of employment, but it’s
their enthusiasm that’s particularly compelling. Former
inmates who have been through a programme like this have
much to offer the industry – and in turn, the coffee industry
has shown that it can make a difference to individuals.
The speciality coffee world – both the industry and
consumers – has long been concerned with doing good,
from ethical sourcing to sustainability and gender
equality. There is always more work to do, especially as
the coffee trade worldwide is still based on an unequal,
colonial model, but Redemption Roasters’ partnership
with HMP Aylesbury is one project that is clearly
making a positive impact – and that’s life-affirming.
Redemption Roasters Café is at 84b Lamb’s
Conduit Street, London WC1N 3LR. You can order
Redemption coffee wholesale or via subscription at
redemptionroasters.com, or find it at coffee shops
including Hotshoe33 in Notting Hill, Social Pantry in
Battersea, Out Of The Brew in New Cross, Tribecca Coffee
in Cambridge and Bambino Café in Manchester
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